
PETTINA CHOCOLATE CAKE MIX

OVERVIEW

How often today does one see a chocolate cake which is nothing more than a Madeira batter to which has been added 

some colour/flavour and maybe a proportion of cocoa powder.,,A true chocolate cake requires a different recipe 

altogether. To compensate for the bitterness of the cocoa powder, a higher sugar level is required and this in turn means 

an increase amount of water is necessary. The acidity of cocoa powder also necessitates a change in the baking powder 

balance for optimum results.,,PETTINA CHOCOLATE CAKE MIX is not a compromise, but a well balanced mix that will 

produce a true characteristic chocolate cake.,,Quality ingredients are used and the chocolate flavour is provided only by 

the cocoa powder. No artificial flavours or colours are added. The resultant cakes have a superb chocolate flavour and in 

addition have good baked volume and improved keeping qualities.,,PETTINA CHOCOLATE CAKE MIX is simple to 

prepare – only egg and water need to be added. Alternative recipes and suggestions are included for variety.

USAGE

Add eggs and water only. Gives a rich moist eating chocolate cake with a delicious chocolate flavour.

INGREDIENTS

Sugar, Flour- Hi Ratio, Wheat Flour, Vegetable Oil, Cocoa Powder (4%), Whey Powder, Raising Agent (500, 450), Soya 

Flour, Emulsifiers (471, 477), Salt, Free Flow Agent (170), Maize Starch, Flavour, Folic Acid
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PACKAGING

Code Size Type Palletisation
3826-51 Plastic Bag

METHOD

Group 1

Ingredient KG

Water 0.800

Eggs 0.800

TOTAL WEIGHT 4.600

Total Weight: 6.200

Group 2

Ingredient KG

Pettina Chocolate Cake Mix 3.000

Total Weight: 3.000

DESCRIPTION

1. Blend Group 1 ingredients together.,2. Add half to mixing bowl followed by Group 2.,3. Blend on second speed for 1 

minute and scrape down.,4. Add remaining Group 1 and blend for 1 minute on slow speed then 5 minutes on top speed.,5. 

Finally beat 2 minutes on second speed.,6. Oven Temperature 170°C(340°F).

STORAGE

Cool, Dry & Dark Conditions

SHELF LIFE

12 Months (365) days

TYPE

Powder

ALLERGENS

Gluten, Milk, Soy

CATEGORY

Cakes, Muffins & Slices, Cake Mixes

INGREDIENT FEATURES

Halal

BRANDS

Pettina
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https://www.nzbakels.co.nz/product-category/cakes-muffins-and-cookies/
https://www.nzbakels.co.nz/product-category/cake-premixes/
https://www.nzbakels.co.nz/products/?dietary[]=6894
https://www.nzbakels.co.nz/products/?brands[]=6873

